Greenland Crossing from South to North 2016
Greenland offers a fantastic opportunity for kite expedition with the long distance and stable winds we plan to take advantage of these traveling from Narsaq in the South to Qaanaq in the North a distance of 2400km, The expedition has been
complete by a number of teams and at different speeds.
We aim to start at seas level in the South of Greenland and Finish at sea level in the North of Greenland, this means the start
of the expedition will be physical challenging to move all the gear up the glacier, and this could take a few trips back and
fourth. For the Finnish the same could apply as we need to make our own way down some challenging terrain to reach the
sea again.
Expedition details:
Start date: May 2015 (To be set but some time in the first week of May)
End date: mid to late June depending on the speed of travel
Programmed days: 50 (The Expedition will carry 45 days and aim to finish some where between 32 - 38 days
Price: 195,000 NOK
* We reserve the right to revise our prices in the event of significant changes in the price of aviation kerosene and aircraft
charter rates
What's Included
Flights round trip from Copenhagen, Fix date outbound - flexible date return
3 Nights sleeping bag accommodation in Narsaq
2 Nights sleeping bag accommodation in Qaanaaq
Travel to and from the ice-cap by bout or dog team (Note: this does not include any Heli transfers to and from the ice-cap)
All group expedition equipment
45 days expedition food and fuel
All permits licenses
Guide Fees and expense
Expedition insurance (Note but not personal travel insurance)
4 days team meeting - Training in Haugastøl Norway (But not travel to and from)
Bond for expedition of 200.00DKK
Whats not Included
Commercial flights to and from Copenhagen
Expenses incurred due to delays
Personal equipment and clothing (e.g. kites and ski)
Cost for the use of satellite phone
Any excess baggage costs over confirmed baggage allowance
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